In this article we review the main results of density waves theory. Based on the fact that from a formal point of view, density waves theory and a frictional gaseous force between a massive perturber and a protoplanet furnishes equivalent results, we devised a simple algorithm for type I migrations. Its implementation in a numerical N-Body code of planetary accretion is presented, with examples regarding giant planet formation and including type II migrators. Insights for future investigations are also discussed.
INTRODUCTION
In a standard nebular environment at initial stages of planetary formation, the accumulation of solids proceeds under the influence of aerodynamic gas drag (Adachi et al. 1976 ). For a planetesimal whose radius is of the order of 10 2 − 10 3 km (high Reynolds numbers) orbiting with velocity Vp, the gas drag acceleration is described by:
wherev rel indicates the sense of the gas-planet relative velocity ( V rel ), and Dg is the modulus of the perturbing acceleration:
Ki is a constant that depends on the medium and on the planetesimal density, V rel is the magnitude of the relative velocity, Mp is the planetesimal mass (the one-third power is coming from the 'area-volume' relationship -R the modification of the planetesimals velocities may be computed in a straightforward fashion; e.g., transforming the gas orbital velocity to the reference system of the integrator and correcting the planetesimal velocities according to Eq.(1).
The drag force introduces changes in the orbital elements of the planetesimals, being the most important regarding planetary formation, the variation of the semi-major axis (a), the eccentricity (e) and inclination (i) ( Safronov 1969; Adachi et al. 1976; Takeda et al. 1985; Hayashi et al. 1985; Ohtsuki et al. 1988; Ward & Hahn 1995; Tanaka & Ida 1997) . Taking into account the well known two-body expressions of the energy and specific angular momentum ( h), it is straightforward to show that for a body on an elliptical orbit with position vector r (| r| = r):
where V k (a) is the keplerian velocity evaluated at r = a, and vp indicates the direction of the planetesimal velocity. For the eccentricity one can obtain 1 e de dt = (1 − e 2 ) 2 e 2 1 da a dt − 2 (1 − e 2 ) 1/2 r a Dg V k (a) h · (ȓ ×v rel ) ,
h is the direction normal to the orbit. From Eqs. (3) and (4), it results that a frictional force (defined as a force applied in c 2004 RAS the sense of the relative velocity that provides always a component that is opposite to the perturber velocity), decreases the semi-major axis and, in average, also the eccentricity. When the gravitation of the embryo becomes to be important, the 'drag crisis' starts (Landau & Lifshitz 1956) , with the development of a turbulent wake, and a more appropriate treatment of the problem must be made by including tidal forces between the planet and the surrounding disk (Takeda et al. 1985) . The dynamical friction force, first introduced by Chandrasekhar (1942) in the context of stellar dynamics, was devised for disks by Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs (1972) . Indeed, the shrink of satellites on disk is a topic largely known in the field of galactic astronomy. Recent insights in dynamical friction has been carried out by Ostriker (1999) . Using a time-dependent linear theory, she found that a massive sub-sonic perturber traveling through an infinite medium, suffers a non-zero dynamical friction force. Ostriker (1999) already suggested the application of the same formalism to proto-planetary disks, where planetesimals are believed to be in a sub-sonic regime.
In the last few years, the planetary migration has been called upon to explain the particular sample of hypothetical extrasolar giants planets (see e.g., Extrasolar Planets Encyclopaedia ‡ ). Nevertheless, planetary migrations has been predicted near twenty years ago. For the giants planets of the Solar System, Fernández & Ip (1984) have shown that a system of protoplanets embedded in a planetesimal disk, can experience strong orbital migrations due the exchange of angular momentum during close encounters with the surrounding planetesimals. For gaseous disks, Lin & Papaloizou (1979) and Goldreich & Tremaine (1979) (hereafter GT79), have developed a theory for the resonant torque driven by density waves. In particular, the last authors estimated in another pioneer paper (Goldreich & Tremaine 1980 )(hereafter GT80), the speed of migration of a planet embedded in a protoplanetary bi-dimensional (2D) nebula of low mass. They gave an estimation of the magnitude of migration without analyzing its direction. GT80's result is conclusive: a core of a giant planet can decay to the central star in a time scale shorter that the time needed for its complete accretion.
This result encouraged a number of investigations about the interaction of a planet with the gaseous disk. With regards to the planetary migration and the magnitude of the resonant torque, most researchers have focused their attention to the direction of the migration, the reduction of the effect due to 3D geometry, the aperture of gaps in the region of the disk surrounding the planet and (to a lesser extent), the evolution of eccentricities and inclinations (see e.g., Ward 1986 (WW86); Lin & Papaloizou 1986; Ward 1988 (WW88) ; Artymowicz 1993a,b (AA93a,b) ; Ward 1997 (WW97); Tanaka et al. 2002; Tanaka & Ward 2004 ).
Even thought the density waves theory is not yet complete and more studies are necessaries (e.g., in more general disk conditions, for diverse values of eccentricities and inclinations, etc.), if the effects of density waves are present, the main results appear to be very robust. Indeed, numer- ‡ 2 http://www.obspm.fr/encycl/encycl.html.
ical simulations of a planet embedded in a gaseous disk have confirmed the main results of the theory of density waves (Korycansky & Pollack 1993; Bryden et al. 1999; Miyoshi et al. 1999; Nelson et al. 2000; Kley et al. 2001 ). In addition, simulations of two planets system also appear to confirm, like an natural extension, these results (Kley 2000; Masset & Snellgrove 2001) .
Therefore, as several authors have already pointed out, any model of planetary formation not including density waves appears to be seriously incomplete (see e.g., WW88). This article deals with the implementation of the main effects of disk-planet interaction for simulations of planetary formation, in a fashion as simple as possible, in order to be easily implemented in N-body simulations of planetary accretion, but preserving the main characteristics of orbital behavior predicted by the theory of density waves. The simplicity of the computation is crucial when dealing with long term numerical simulations of this kind.
As an antecedent, we can mention the ones performed by Fernández & Ip (1984) ; Thommes et al. (1999) or Brunini & Melita (2002) . In none of them, the disk-planet interaction was included. The aproach in a leap-frog integrator must be by the introduction of a force that provides a kick to the velocities, in a way similar as for gas drag (as was already mentioned).
In Section 2 we review the main results of the diskplanet interaction, focusing the attention in those points relevant to simulations of planetary formation. Section 3, is devoted to justify the approach used to model disk-planet interaction in N-body codes of planetary accretion; thus, following Ostriker (1999) , we show how a simple frictional approach can be implemented, and how it recovers the main results of the density waves model for type I migrators. Section 4 presents the results of our implementation to a quasisimplectic N-Body code that includes dissipative components. The conclusions and perspectives for numerical simulations of planetary formation are left for the last section.
MAIN RESULTS ON DISK-PLANET INTERACTION
A perturber of mass Mp in an eccentric orbit, embedded in a differential rotating disk orbiting around a star of mass M * (M * ≫ Mp), is usually described in a frame placed at a distance r = aκ in the disk, rotating with a constant frequency Ω(aκ). Around this guide center an eccentric planet (of keplerian semi-major axis a), is viewed describing an epicyclic orbit, with frequency κ (we assume a keplerian disk, i.e., κ 2 = G M⊙/a 3 κ , where G is the gravitational constant, -see e.g. GT80; Binney & Tremaine 1987-) .
The harmonics of the epicyclic frequency viewed from the guide center, yields a pattern speed (Ω lm ) of the form:
′ , where p and p ′ are integers. In GT80 notation, the pattern speed can be written as: Ω lm = Ω(aκ) + (l − m) κ /m, with l − m and m integers. As e → 0, a k → a, then for a circular perturber l = m and the only present frequency is the circular one (Ω) defined by
It is easy to show that, the keplerian semi-major axis a and the center of the epicycle aκ differ by a quantity ∼ O(e 2 ). The perturber potential (Φ) may be decomposed in a convenient form: Φ ∝ cos (m[θ −Ω lm t]), with the particular notation for the harmonic numbers adopted by GT80.
One of the most important results of the density waves theory is the quantification of the flux of angular momentum carried by density waves excited by an external perturber embedded in a gaseous disk (characterized by a surface density Σ); density waves are generated at Lindblad and corotation resonances (LR and CR respectively). Therefore, the disk is torqued in this sites. GT79 demonstrated that in a 2D cold -disk (cs ≪ Ω r, cs is the sound speed at certain position r), using the WKB approximation the torque expressions are:
where
and Ψ lm is the lm component of the Fourier decomposition of the perturbing function. The torque at corotation resonances is
B is the Oort constant and Φ lm is the lm component of the perturber potential. We call Eqs. (6) and (7) component torque or harmonic component torque, and must be evaluated at resonant positions r = res.
Strictly speaking, these results are valid for e ≪ 1 (typically sub-sonic perturbers), where the epyciclic approximation remains valid. At order e 2 in the torque expressions, there are two types of LR: circular (l = m) and eccentric (l − m = ±1). With respect to the guide centers they are classified in: external LR (inner -ILR, res < aκ-and outer -OLR, res > aκ-) and co-orbitals (LRc, res = aκ). In addition, there are also two types of CR, co-orbitals (CRc, res = aκ), and non-co-orbitals or externals (CRe, res = aκ); the last ones coincide with ILR and OLR. Therefore, we have nine resonances at order e 2 : six LR and three CR. Their positions and the equivalence with first order mean motion resonances (neglecting pressure affects) can be seen, e.g., in Cionco & Brunini (2002) .
A first important result is the equivalence between dynamical friction in disks (LBK72) and the perturbing force in gaseous 2D disks, when the enthalpy function η can be neglected respect to the perturbing potential (Φ) (GT79, see also Wahde et al. 1996 and Cionco & Brunini 2002 for an application to non-gaseous disks).
Before the inspection of the relevant topics of density waves , we can affirm that the term disk-planet interaction had been used to refers to a 'toy model' that represents an approximation of a very complex phenomenon. Complete expression for the net torque were obtained for very simple disk properties. In addition, a detailed analysis of the effects of the different components of the torque, on the semi-major axis, and eccentricity evolution, were made for quasi-circular perturbers (see Papaloizou and Larwood 2000 for results suggesting a very different orbital behavior when more general perturbers and torques are considered).
In addition, there were three important issues with this 'classical' approach to density waves, that have limited its applicability to 'real' disks:
-The 2D geometry of the disk: this has been partially addressed (see WW88; AA93b; Tanaka et al. 2002 ).
-The WKB approximation in the solution to the wave equation, that neglects azimuthal variations in those quantities defining the disk properties: this limitation has been overcome by AA93a in the case of Lindblad torque and by Tanaka et al. (2002) for Lindblad and corotation torques.
-The computed corotation torques, didn't agree with the predictions of the linear theory developed for 2D disks: Korycansky & Pollack (1993) , have carried out the first numerical simulation of the torque exerted in a 2D, isothermal disk. They have found that the Lindblad torque works reasonably well (taking into account pressure effects, incorporated in a non-WKB approximation) but, the predicted corotation torque does not agree with their calculation: this problem was addressed by Tanaka et al. (2002) .
Torque strength
When a disk is torqued by a planet, it is assumed that the same torque (as a back reaction torque) modifies the orbit of the planet; thus, the torque expressions for the disk can be used to evaluate the orbital evolution of the perturber.
The expressions (6) and (7), are thought to be applied in 'planetary rings'. GT80 (Eq. 92 in their paper) obtained the torque that a circular planet produces on a disk (l = m), integrating infinite components, and obtaining the so called one side torque:
2 Ω a cs
where q = Mp/M * , c1 is a numerical constant, ξ = mc/(Ω r) and f (ξ) is the ratio between the numerical (non-WKB approximation) solution of the angular momentum flux equations and the approximated torque T L mm . All the quantities must be evaluated at the perturber position.
WW86, has obtained improved formal expressions for the torque on an extended 2D disk (i = 0). Indeed, he found that the differential circular Lindblad torque for a circular perturber (e = 0) is:
where Γi and Γe are the torques (Eq. 8) exerted in the internal and external portions of the disk respectively, c2 (like c1) is a numerical constant of order unity.
It is important to note that the competing torques depend on (Ω a/cs) 3 and that Eq. (9) can be related to Eq. (8) by
resulting in an important reduction of the torque strength a factor ∼ O(10). WW86 has also shown that, even in disks with very different profiles, the planetary migration is, in general, inwards. The analysis was performed over the l = m potentials, because they are the relevant ones for quasi-circular perturbers.
AA93a, taking into account pressure effects that were neglected in previous works, has developed a theory for Lindblad torque that incorporates naturally the f (ξ) function. WW88 and AA93b have studied the effect of the thickness of an isothermal and stratified disk (as a superposition in z of infinitesimal disks). They found that the torque is reduced by ∼ 50 % with regards to the one predicted by the 2D theory due to the smoothness of the planet's gravity in the 3D geometry.
For eccentric perturbers the l − m = ±1 potentials depend on e (GT80), hence, the T L m±1,m (the 'eccentric' components of the Lindblad torque) (see Eq. 6) depend on e 2 . Expression of this torque component can be found in GT80, WW88 and AA93b. This kind of component is important for eccentricity evolution, and its application is more subtle than for l = m potentials. WW88 and AA93b have performed detailed treatments of this component in order to obtain the appropriated expressions for eccentricity evolution in 3D disk. In this case, to obtain the total eccentric torque is more complex, but we can assume, following WW88 and AA93b, that a general expression for this kind of torque can be put in the form
where ce is a constant, ξn is a coefficient accounting for the dilution of the perturbing function in the 3D geometry, χ is a number greater than 2. The expression depends on the averaging technique used in the 3D treatment of the disk, and in the type of component torque considered (co-orbital, external, etc.). Tanaka & Ward (2004) analyzed the torque exerted by a eccentric perturber, but, unfortunately, do not give explicit expressions of this component torque.
The previous expressions are valid for perturbers not able to open a gap in the disk (it is assumed that m → ∞). WW97 has shown in a unified formalism, that the orbital evolution of a planet passes from a linear regime (type I -TI-) to a nonlinear one (type II -TII-) with gap opening as the planetary mass increases (Lin & Papaloizou 1986 , 1993 . In this last stage as non-linear effects become important, the torque on the planet is reduced, and the orbital evolution is at constant rate, independently of the planet mass.
The amount of this reduction can be of several orders of magnitude. WW97 also confirmed that the net torque is ruled by intrinsic asymmetries, rather than by the details of the flow properties. Fig. 1 shows the Lindblad torque for a circular perturber after AA93a (see WW97), and the asymmetry between inner and outer torque component for a disk without density-pressure gradients; it shows the importance to consider torque components coming from ξ > 1. Besides, Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the resonances around the perturber together with some geometrical disk parameters that are relevant for N-body simulations. Miyoshi et al. (1999) , carried out the first numerical simulation in a 3D (vertically isothermal) disk, obtaining the one side torque. Their results confirm the theoretical estimations of the behavior of circular Lindblad torque in 2D on 3D disks. Thus, we can write:
where b is a constant ≃ 0.5. Only recently a fully 3D treatment of the tidal interaction between a 'circular linear perturber' (TI, e = 0) and a 3D (fully isothermal) gaseous disk has been carried out by Tanaka et al. (2002) . They found an expression for T C lm that agrees with the KP93 calculation for a 2D disk, but obtained a different expression for the co-rotational torque in 3D disks. They also obtained a total torque formula, summing the effects of the Lindblad and co-rotational torques. Notably, their expression scales in the same way that Eq. (9) and can be written in the form
c3 is also a numerical factor depending on the density and the scale height gradients, and incorporates de b factor naturally. For 'non-linear' perturbers, the numerical simulations have shown that the 3D geometry yields the same results as in 2D disks, in agreement with the predictions of the theory. This result can be understood easily in terms of the growth of the tidal radius of the perturber, which in this case, exceeds the scale height of the disk. In this case the evolution of the planet is governed by th viscous evolution of the disk, and the torque does not depend on the perturber mass (see Lin & Papaloizou 1986 ; WW97).
We conclude this section noting that the scaling laws on which the torque expression depend have been not substantially modified, in spite of the several approaches to the problem.
Orbital migrations
Several estimations of the systematic variation of the semimajor axis have been carried out since GT80 (see e.g. WW86; AA93b; WW97; Tanaka et al. 2002) . It was shown that the relative semi-major axis variation of a TI migrator is (assuming h = cs/Ω in a 3D disk):
where c I a is a constant parameter, whose value depends on the adopted model. This equation holds for quasi-circular perturbers, namely, the terms coming from the highest orders of the potential are at least of order e 2 , and thus they are not included. All the approximations yield the same dependence on the physical parameters; indeed, Tanaka et al. 2002 show that even taking into account the co-rotational torque, the scaling is the same. 
c II a is a parameter of order unity, it can be c II a < 0 or c II a > 0 depending on the gaseous flow; αss is the dimentionlless viscosity parameter. The condition of gap opening has been largely discussed. Firstly, the disk response becomes nonlinear at launch (e.g., Lin & Papaloizou 1993; WW97) :
Besides, another condition seems to be necessary (see e.g., Lin & Papaloizou 1993; Bryden et al. 1999) q > 40/Rα ss ,
where Rα ss is the Reynolds number of the gaseous flow.
Eccentricity evolution
A detailed treatment of the eccentricity evolution has been performed by GT80; WW88; AA93b; Goldreich & Sari (2003) and Tanaka & Ward (2004) . WW88 pointed out by the first time, the difference in the evolution of the eccentricities of a ring and of an extended disk: whereas the external (ILR-OLR) resonances excite the eccentricity, coorbital LRc act damping it.
WW88 and AA93b claim that co-rotational torque seems to be unimportant for eccentricity analysis. Tanaka & Ward (2004) have obtained (in a 3D disk, using the total torque) the rate of eccentricity damping in a TI planet, reaching the same scaling law that WW88 and AA93b:
as previously, c I e is a constant of ∼ O(1). Detailed numerical simulations of eccentric perturbers in general disks (TI and TII) are lacking and we think that they might provide useful insights on the disk-planet interaction problem.
Inclinations
Different studies has been carried out by several authors (see Tanaka & Ward 2004; Borderies et al. 1984) . Whereas density waves are transported by horizontal modes (even in 3D disks, see e.g. Lubow & Ogilvie 1998), bending weaves depend on vertical modes. Thus the evolution of the inclinations must be analyzed taking into account propagating modes in that direction. For planets embedded in a disk Tanaka & Ward (2004) :
where ci is a constant.
MODELING BACK REACTION TORQUE
Our plan is to obtain a very simple a-priori model of diskplanet interaction, to be incorporated in a pre-existing Nbody code of planetary accretion. The algorithm should preserve the main characteristics of orbital behavior predicted by the theory of density waves. As our N-body code (and most of the ones used today, e.g., Thommes et al. 1999; Chambers 1999; Brunini & Melita 2002; Brunini & Viturro 2003 ; all of them inspired in Wisdom & Holman 1991) is a mixed-variable leap frog, the best way to introduce the orbital variations caused by the interaction between the planetary bodies and the disk, is by means of the scheme proposed by Malhotra (1994) , introducing an additional perturbing acceleration. This perturbation must cause an effect on the semimajor axis and eccentricity as close as possible as the one predicted by the theory of density waves.
Ostriker (1999) had found a formulation of dynamical friction (DF) for an infinite and homogeneous gaseous medium (of density ρ0). Using a time dependent analysis (taking into account the displacement of the perturber inside the sonic sphere), she evaluated the attraction between the wake of perturbed gas and the planet, obtaining a dynamical friction force (FDF ). For sub-sonic perturbers, Ostriker (1999) have found a non-zero frictional regime:
rel indicates that the perturbing force must be applied in the direction of the relative velocity, Me is the Mach number. For a very slow sub-sonic perturber, the factor inside the bracket in Eq.(20) can be approximated by means of M 3 e /3. Then the modulus of the frictional force can then be written as:
Our application of this formulation to disk-planet interaction has been inspired in Ostriker's suggestion about the applicability of her formulation to 2D protoplanetary disk for sub-sonic perturbers. We will analyze Eq. (21) for the above mentioned case in the next subsection.
Application of Ostriker's formulation to protoplanetary disks
We have to consider an a-priori model of 'classical' flat protoplanetary keplerian disk (the frequency at certain position R -in cilindrical coordinates-is given by Eq. 5), in vertical equilibrium: there is not Z dependence for any variable, but the volumetric density (ρ) is assumed to depends exponentially on that coordinate. The relevant physical parameters are:
• Temperature: we assume
• Sound speed:
• Isothermal vertical scale height, it is defined by:
• Density: the 3D density is assumed in the form ρ ∝ r −α . The 2D density (Σ) is related to ρ as,
the factor √ π comes from the integration in Z in the
• Pressure partial support function:
A perturber embedded in this flat disk (i ≪ 1) has a position vector r, and the disk conditions must be evaluated at R = r cos δ ≃ r, where δ is the latitude respect to the disk plane; hence, the above relations are immediately applicable to the perturber position. Taking into account the averaged gas-planet relative velocity (Safronov 1969; Adachi et al. 1976) , the Mach number results (i ≃ 0):
and then (dropping the distance dependence):
It is straightforward from Eq. (21), using Eqs. (24), (25) and (26), to show that:
and using the third Kepler law, the dynamical friction force results:
Let us suppose that the planetary eccentricities are small enough as to replace the terms inside the squared root brackets by 1 + 5 16 e 2 ǫ 2 + O( e 3 ǫ 3 ); this is a good approximation for e < cs/(r Ω), and it is often used in the so called 'sheet' approximation (see e.g., Tanaka et al. 2002) . We obtain, up to a second order in the eccentricity:
We can now evaluate the torque (ΓDF ) exerted by the DF force over the planet:
and then, using the expression (31):
where we have used the expression (26) for ǫ. Therefore, we have re-obtained the main result of the density waves theory; the non-eccentricity dependent part of Eq. (33) scales exactly as Eq. (9), and the Eq. (35) scales exactly as the eccentric torque with χ = 6 (Eq. 11). The similitude between the results of density waves and gaseous dynamical friction in a keplerian 2D disk is remarkable. This similitude is due to the fact that the nature of the torque is, in both cases, gravitational.
Orbital decay
The orbital decay produced by this frictional force, can be evaluated using Eqs.(3) and (4). In addition, Eq. (21) reveals that the 'gravitational drag' is, regarding to the dependence with the relative velocity, similar to Stokes drag (see Adachi et al. 1976 ); in fact, using Eq.(27) and Eq. (21), we can write the perturbing acceleration by gaseous DF as:
where, in addition, to take into account 3D effects in disks, we have incorporated the b factor. Now, using Eqs. (24) and (25), we can rewrite Eq. (36) as Adachi et al. (1976) , have found expressions for the gasplanet relative velocity and for the mean variation of the orbital elements over one orbital period. Here we will use their expressions in order to evaluate the variations of the semi-major axis, eccentricity and inclination, due to gaseous DF.
For the semi-major axis variation, we consider an expression up to first order in e. We rewrite Adachi et al. (1976) Eqs.(4.18), as 1 a
In this case, we obtain an estimate of the orbital decay-rate induced by the acceleration given by Eq. (37), by setting λ = 1, µ = −4. Replacing the expression of ǫ in Eq. (38) and using Eq. (5), we obtain
for Eq. (39), a similar procedure yields
Eqs. (40)- (42) are equivalent to the variational equations (14), (18) and (19). Indeed, the non-resonant approach to the disk-planet tidal interaction yields the same scaling results at O(e 2 ). Thus, defining the characteristic time-scale of decaiment of the element x as τx = x ( dx/dt ) −1 , we have, for an minimum-mass disk (see e.g. Nakano 1987): β = 0.5, Σ ∝ r −3/2 , ρ ∝ r −2.75 :
where the characteristic frequencies ta and te are given by
Although the coefficients are model dependent, is significative to compare Eqs. (43)- (45) Tanaka et al. (2002 Tanaka et al. ( , 2004 results yield coefficients for τa, τe and τi of 0.230, 0.780, 0.544 respectively. Except for the inclination, the results are in good agreement. We assume that this discrepancy is due to the decoupled evolution of the inclination and eccentricity mentioned by Tanaka & Ward (2004) .
IMPLEMENTATION IN A NUMERICAL CODE
In order to implement the disk-planet interaction with the frictional approach in a pre-existing hybrid quasi-simplectic N-Body code, we will compute the perturbing acceleration given by Eq. (21), applying it in the sense of the gas-planet relative velocity. This code, thought to simulate planetary formation in dissipative environments, is called GENESIS from 'generator of systems' in spanish. GENESIS is able to handle massive bodies and particles (see e.g, Cionco & Brunini 2002 ). The code is a 2 nd order simplectic when the big bodies -called gravitating (G)-, are far from a close encounter (the critical distance is a parameter of the model). When two o more G bodies are in a 'close approximation' the code switch to a Bulirsch-Stoer integrator (Chambers 1999) . This is not a fully simplectic algorithm, but the dissipation introduced by this switching is largely contained in 'physical' energy, dissipated by the gas. Fig. 3 , shows the variation of the energy of our code in the integration of the four solar giant planets with masses augmented by a factor of 50, without nebular gas (see Chambers 1999 ). The result is excellent (compare with Chambers 1999, Fig. 2 ) keeping in mind that we don't use any changeover function. The jumps in the figure are due to very close encounters between the planets corresponding to the scaled Saturn and Uranus. We don't use exactly the same initial conditions like in Chambers (1999) . Other testes of the 'pure gravitational part' of the code can be seen in Cionco & Brunini (2002) and Brunini & Melita (2002) .
The simplectic code follows the usual 'drift-kick-drift' sequence. The integrator coordinates are heliocentric. The code handles another population of small bodies, called nongravitating (NG) because they has -little-mass but do not interact gravitationally between them.
The gaseous dynamical friction is used to model the density waves interaction for TI planets. The application of the tidal interaction, is not like a gas drag prescription. The gas drag modifies the Keplerian orbit, thus the orbit must be corrected before of the 'drift' sequence of the integrator (Malhotra 1994) . The tidal interaction must be incorporated in a single step in the 'kick' sequence of the algorithm, because its nature is gravitational, and must be thought like the interaction between the planet and another gravitating perturbing body (the disk).
In order to account for orbital migrations for a wide The disk is assumed 2D and the density value and aspect ratio were taken according to WW97. The inner limit of the disk is at 1 AU. In fact, for 0.5, 12 and 200 M ⊕ the simulated decay time is (approximately) 5 × 10 5 yr, 2.5 × 10 4 yr and 3 × 10 5 yr, respectively. Other planets clean a gap when appropriated disk zones are reached, and change to TII or to a transitional type migrator (TI-II). When the planets reach 1 AU, remain at that distance in quasi-circular orbits. Planets bigger than 10 M ⊕ can accrete gas following approximately Pollack et al. (1996) J1 model. spectrum of masses, we also prescribed a frictional force that reproduces the orbital decay of TII planets (see Eq. 15). The conditions for gap opening, are prescribed by Eqs. (16) and (17). When the planet fulfill the first condition, but not the second, we put the body in a 'transitional' regime (TI-II), Figure 5 . Orbital evolution of four planet cores of 10 M ⊕ and 1 × 10 3 planetesimals, without nebula (q= pericentric distance, a= semi-major axis and Q= apocentric distance). DF between the cores and the NG population is clearly visible during the first 5 × 10 5 yrs. After t ∼ 2.5 × 10 6 yrs, the innermost planet (1) exchanges its position with the following planets (2) and (3). we take the migration rate as the average between the ones corresponding to TI and TII.
The code has a routine that calculates the relevant disk parameters (density, sound speed, viscosity, etc.) . For TII planets the code determines the kinematic viscosity from the αss viscosity (see e.g., WW97).
The code also have a routine that applies gas drag to NG bodies (particles or small planetesimals). This population has a characteristic mass and radius which is used to apply the correct drag regime. 
Results
For comparison with Tanaka et al. (2002) and Tanaka & Ward (2004) , we have simulated a similar isothermal disk, prescribing the same decay rates predicted by their formulations. The results are shown in table 1 for the indicated mass range. The decay times of the simulations were determined measuring the variation of a and e, respectively, during the first 10 3 time-steps (the time-step used was 10 −3 yr, and the planets were initially placed at 5 AU with i = 0). Figure 4 shows the semi-major axis variation for different masses between 0.1 and 200 M⊕. In this simulations, the planets can accrete gas according to Pollack et al. (1996) , in order to show how a growing migrating planet experience different types of migrations. The nominal disk parameters are similar to WW97 (bi-dimensional disk): Σ = 400(r/5AU) −3/2 g cm −2 and αss viscosity = 10 −3 , the internal disk limit was 1 AU (arbitrarily). The results are in close agreement with WW97. All the planets have initial eccentricities of 0.05 and inclinations of 10 −2 . The planets become MII at about 20 M⊕if they reach the appropriated disk zone. For TII planets, it is assumed that inward migration occurs. In this case, the frictional approach also produces eccentricity damping, whereas excitation by density waves can be expected. Whereas outer migration and eccentricity excitation is easy to simulate (changing the sign of the DF force), inner migration and eccentricity damping is not so easy. In fact, we cannot simulate this last situation with a good numerical performance yet. Nevertheless, numerical simulations of TII migrators in gaseous disks yield quasi-circular planets at the end of that simulations (see Nelson et al. 2000 , Kley et al. 2001 .
Another example of application of the model, is the evolution of a system of four proto-giant planets. We have performed a simulation similar to Thommes et al. (1999) : four 10 M⊕immersed in a disk of 10 3 planetesimal. Thommes et al. (1999) have reported outer migration in a similar disk of planetesimals (a result discovered earlier by Fernández & Ip 1984) . Fig. 5 , shows the evolution of the system for 8 × 10 6 yrs, initially the planets are well separated between them, placed at 6, 7.5, 9 and 11 AU; The DF with the planetesimal disk is evidenced by a systematic shrink of the planetary semimajor axes (see e.g., Cionco & Brunini 2002) then, the planets start to interact each other, and the orbits expand (see Fernández & Ip 1984) in good agreement with Thommes et al. (1999) . In a second simulation, we added a nebular disk of one minimum mass; thus, the situation changes dramatically when the planets are considered TI, reaching a notable configuration near 2 AU, the inner limit of the disk (Fig. 6) . A strong test of our model (and of our code), is the comparison with reported numerical experiments of protoplanet systems in gaseous disk. In general, numerical simulations with hydro-codes are designed to study the evolution of one planet in a particular disk. This is not so stringent for our purposes (i.e., the formation of planetary systems). In fact, we have already shown the migration of isolated planets of several masses, where our code furnishes behaviors according to the theoretical prescriptions. Masset & Snellgrove (2001) used a hydro-code to follow the evolution of a system of two giant planets with the masses of Jupiter and Saturn. When the adiabatic condition is achieved (Malhotra 1993) , they found that the planets are captured in 2:3 mean motion resonance. Our code is not a SPH, but as the essence of the capture is gravitational, if there is a resonant capture GENESIS must be able to show it. To simulate the above mentioned case, we put Jupiter in a fixed orbit at 5 AU (by simplicity, not affected by any migration) and Saturn at its present semimajor axes (migrating in a minimum mass nebula); the initial eccentricities were chosen arbitrarily of 0.001 for both planets. Fig. 7 shows, in fact, the process of capture. Saturn passes through 1:2 resonance but the adiabatic condition of capture is not satisfied. The migration continues until the planet is captured in the 2:3 resonance, where the adiabatic condition holds. Fig. 8 shows the time evolution of the eccentricity of the planets. The adiabatic condition of capture can be written, in the case of a first order j : j +1 resonance:
q is the mass of the inner planet in solar masses (Jupiter), the other parameters refer to the outer planet (the planet to be captured). Thus replacing the speed of migrationȧ of the outer planet thought as a TII migrator (Eq. 15), we see that the capture condition for TII results:
the condition, with regards to the disk, depends on the viscosity and on the aspect ratio. Assuming that the constant c II a is ∼ O(1) and a planet in similar initial orbit, then, for standard disk parameters, the condition for capture in 1:2 resonance must be satisfied for any TII migrating planet with Jupiter as the inner planet. We have repeated the same experiment, but now forcing Saturn to be a TII planet. In this situation we should expect capture in 1:2 mean motion resonance. As it is shown in Fig.  9 , the process of capture is evident; Fig. 10 shows this capture process in the (eJ cos ∆̟, eJ cos ∆̟) plane. Fig. 11 displays the difference between the longitude of perihelion (̟) of both planets versus the mean motion quotient showing that after capture, the orbits are anti aligned. Masset & Snellgrove (2001) and Snellgrove et al. (2001) show that for a system of planets that have large eccentricities , the evolution is not only ruled by the gravitational interaction between them but also by the ratio of the circularization time scale to the migration timescale, both of which, in this case, are determined by the density wave interaction. Fig. 12 show the evolution of eccentricities for Jupiter and Saturn in 1:2 resonance; the dashed horizontal line is the theoretical value obtained from Snellgrove et al. (2001) for Saturn eccentricity, this value (0.073) was obtained with the initial tmig = 86.774 × 10 3 yr and tcirc = 1.796 × 10 3 yr. In fact, the eccentricity of Saturn stabilizes near the theoretical value.
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
We have developed an N-body code for the simulation planetary system formation in a nebular environment that includes planet disk-interactions by means of Ostriker's (1999) dynamical friction force. We have also shown that this implementation recovers the main results of density waves theory, for type I migrating planets. The code includes a prescription for type II migration that scales as the theoretical formulation.
N -Body numerical simulations of the exchange of angular momentum between massive planets and 3D 'standard' gaseous disk for several cases of interest, has been carried out using this code, showing semi-major axis evolution, migrations in a swarm of bodies and capture in mean motion resonance.
Our model is very simple, and it is a powerful tool to study the formation of gaseous planets, as the ones given in the past by Fernández & Ip (1984) ; Brunini & Fernández (1999) and Thommes et al. (1999) but including the nebular environments.
Other interesting issues for planetology with regards to density waves is, e.g., the validity of the results for close planets. Fig. 2 shows that the strongest torque zone lie at a distance ∼ O(h) of a planet. This zone is of the order of the close approach critical distance for growing proto-giant planets. Therefore, it will be interesting to investigate how the disk interaction is affected by the strong perturbation due to close proto-planets. A strong damping of the interaction could have important consequences in the dynamical evolution of a planetary system: first, the gas dissipation is a source of stability of protoplanet systems, and second, the migration process is necessary to explain possible primordial resonances between giant planets (including hypothetic extrasolar ones). Another interesting question to be studied, is the simulation of orbital evolution when opposite effects over semi-major axis and eccentricity are working (i.e., semimajor axis growth and eccentricity damping and on the contrary).
The discussion of these issues will be the subject of a forthcoming paper.
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